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Improving how we educate children by ensuring support for 
health and engagement alongside high-quality education. 

TO EDUCATE A CHILD



Worldwide, policymakers tend to have a similar answer. Build schools. Train teachers. Provide 
materials. Monitor performance.

For 20 years, School-to-School International has assisted in these efforts. Consider our work in 
2021: In Cameroon, we trained inspectors in best practices for teaching early grade reading. In 
Niger, we worked with ministry staff to develop accessible, local-language reading materials. In 
countries across the globe, we assessed children’s abilities in reading and mathematics so officials 
can improve the systems that deliver education.

Yet, it takes more than educational input to educate a child. Yes, they 
need skilled educators, compelling materials, and a place to learn. 
Children also need to be healthy, nurtured, and encouraged.
In Tanzania, we champion an approach called the Whole Child Model. In 2021, we collaborated 
with local partners to provide high-quality education while also promoting health and 
engagement. We encouraged teachers to use alternatives to corporal punishment, distributed 
menstrual pads to girls, and identified ways families can encourage their children—especially 
their daughters—to stay in school. And we’ve seen change. Girls who received menstrual pads 
reported improved school attendance. Educators are honing their teaching skills. Parents are 
attending workshops and staying in touch.

Broader engagement isn’t limited to Tanzania. The lessons and insights we learn through the 
Whole Child Model inform all our work—those projects in the classroom and those beyond. This 
is core to our mission—to improve how we educate children, we champion ensuring support for 
health and engagement alongside high-quality instruction.

All our best,

Mark Lynd
President & Co-founder

Candace Debnam
Executive Director

What Does it Take to Educate a Child?
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School-to-School International 
(STS) is committed to 

improving the lives and 
learning of children worldwide 

through thoughtful research, 
practice, and partnership.
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The Zambia Transforming 
Teacher Education Activity 
completed the review of 

existing language and literacy 
materials. It developed new 
language, literacy, and ethics 
modules for use in colleges 

of education and universities. 
The activity commenced the 

graduate foundational literacy 
course for lecturers in 2021. 

In January, STS prepared and 
co-facilitated a remote policy-
linking workshop to establish 

grade 2 reading benchmarks in 
Djibouti. STS staff presented 

at the CIES conference in April 
and the Education Alliance 

symposium in August.

In Rwanda, STS worked on the 
UNESCO-supported Spotlight 
Series report focusing on SDG 

4.1 (primary and secondary 
education) with a theme of 
universal basic education 

completion and foundational 
learning.

STS led two remote training 
courses intended to build 

Chemonics’ staff capacity on 
the fundamentals of the Theory 
of Change methodology and its 

application. 

STRENGTHEN REPORT TRAINENGAGE
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STS conducted the midline 

evaluation of the Supporting 
Transition of Adolescent Girls 
through Enhancing Systems 

(STAGES) project implemented 
by Link Education in Ethiopia. 
Employing a mixed-methods 

design, STS provided a deep and 
comprehensive picture of the 

project’s status. We trained and 
supported government officials 

and teachers who collected 
quantitative and qualitative data 
at 14 secondary and 15 primary 
schools. The results helped Link 

Education adjust its holistic 
approach to improve attendance, 

teaching quality, school 
management and governance, 

and community support.  

Partnering with FHI on the 
Djibouti DEGRA, STS led 
three capacity-building 

workshops for the ministry’s 
Service Evaluation team. 

Topics included: improving 
skills and capacity building 

related to EGRA, Tangerine, 
and Stata.

ASSESSMENT
WORKSHOPS

HOLISTIC APPROACH 
EVALUATION FOR GIRLS 

EDUCATION

CURRICULUM 
DEVELOPMENT

Through FSU’s NRPEI 
project, STS provided 

technical advice to 
the Malawi Institute of 

Education on developing 
instructional material in 

English and Chichewa for 
grades 5 and 6.



PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

In 2021, STS, in partnership with Florida State University, provided literacy resource materials to twelve 
colleges and universities that are partners in the USAID/Zambia Transforming Teacher Education 
activity. These materials are a critical component of TTE’s capacity development mission. 

During the activity’s situation analysis, TTE found that the institutions’ libraries had only limited, 
outdated materials. Lecturers and students alike need access to current materials on early grade 
reading and related topics. Lecturers will use these new materials provided by TTE to build their own 
knowledge and support course instruction. Students can use them to deepen their understanding of 
literacy topics and familiarize themselves with instructional materials they will find in schools when they 
become teachers. 

The materials distributed included 
893 academic resource books, 

878 Let’s Read Books, 
and 224 PLP books and guides, 

totalling 1995 books.

Additionally, these materials will support the lecturers’ activities in the Graduate Foundational Literacy 
Course and will also connect to the Literacy and Language module content. The electronic resources 
component has also been strengthened, with internet provision to the colleges through ZAMREN and 
support provided on Google Classroom signups. The institutions will use Google Drive to access the 
curated electronic resource library.

Tranforming Teacher 
Education in Zambia 
A Success Story for Resource Libraries
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STS evaluated the All Pikin for Learning 
project in Sierra Leone using a mixed 
method, non-experimental design and 
collected data from a clustered sample. 

The Ministry of Basic and Senior 
Secondary Education may use results 
to inform national policies, programs, 

and practices. 

In Togo, STS led the baseline 
evaluation of Santé, Transformation 
et Apprentissage pour une Réussite 
Scolaire (Health, Transformation and 

Learning for School Success, or STARS). 
Funded by the USDA, the project aims 

to reduce hunger while improving 
literacy and primary education in the 

Savanes and Kara regions.

REDUCING HUNGER & 
IMPROVING LITERACY

SCHOOL DROPOUT AND 
NON-ENROLLMENT

INTERVENTION
As a technical partner on the 
Integrated Child and Youth 

Development Activity in Uganda, 
STS developed a literature review 

examining drivers of vulnerability to 
school dropout and non-enrollment. 

The report identified the characteristics 
of vulnerable populations and the life 
conditions that drive students to drop 
out, fail to transition, or not enroll. The 

review discussed interventions that 
have effectively addressed vulnerability 
to school dropout or non-enrollment, 

both within and outside Uganda.

COVID-19 IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT

Disruptions to education brought 
about by the COVID-19 pandemic 
highlight adaptive instruction—and 
assessment—techniques. Working 
in the Philippines, STS prototyped 

an EGRA for students who are deaf 
and hard-of-hearing that can be 

administered asynchronously with 
assessors and enumerators at a 

separate location from the students 
being assessed.



In 2021, STS partnered with Elle Peut Naidim and 
WomenChoice Industries to organize a menstrual 
health hygiene campaign at our Whole Child Model 
focus school, Engorika. Together, we educated girls 
on menstrual hygiene management and distributed 
locally produced, reusable menstrual pads.

Elle Peut Naidim (She can, I can), a social impact 
group in Tanzania’s Arusha District, writes, “most 
schools lack adequate material resources to provide 
menstrual materials, safe places to change, and 
access to educational programming to help overcome 
this immense hurdle.” This sort of “period poverty” 
is believed to be the single largest barrier to girls’ 
completion of education in Tanzania.

WCM
FOCUS 
SCHOOL 
+
MENSTRUAL 
HEALTH

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

In reflecting on the program, Engorka’s head teacher wrote

 “Today has a been a very good day because our 
children have been provided with equipment that 

will help them come to school every day.”
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$2,635,214
PROGRAM SERVICES $1,166,647
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Expenses for fundraising totaled $0.

TOTAL:  $3,801,891TOTAL:  $3,801,891
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$869,405

DECEMBER

$1,257,054

TOTAL:  $3,879,318TOTAL:  $3,879,318

SUPPORT &
REVENUE

CONTRACTS
$3,727,583

CONTRIBUTIONS/OTHER INCOME

$151,735
4%

96%

STS is  a nonprofit  501(c)3)  organizat ion that values 
accountabi l i ty and f inancial  transparency. For more 
information on our f inances,  please review the 990 
forms on the “About STS” page of our website,  
STS-International .org.
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